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Midnight Writer 5 minutes ago
So here we have Absalon episode 5.3 called "Gohans Deadly Mistake"...a FANimation - for
the Gohan fans. Initially, Gohan is seen as a very strategic Ughter. He notices that Lt. Kosho
Ughts linearly by using repetitive strikes in order to wear down his opponent to death. So
Gohan compensates by attacking Kojo with unexpected moves that will prevent Kosho
from transforming into any higher power levels. And by the way Gohan's SS3
transformation remains dull and boring like Akira Toriyama did it instead of exciting and
interesting like Kosho's SS3. And Gohan still has Vegeta's bald like hairstyle instead of his
father's Goku's full head of hairstyle. Anyway, in so doing Gohan renders Kosho temporarily
unconscious. But the android - who is observing the Ught - notices that due to Gohan's trait
of compassion Gohan does not Unish this evil menacing to the earth Saiyan off who is just
as powerful as Gohan. So Kosho wakes up, transforms to a more powerful level, and is
now in the position to Unish Gohan off. So now we are made to see how STUPID Gohan is
due to his attribute of so called SOFTNESS.
Meanwhile, Kosho has already commented to Gohan how he permitted another HALF
BREED like Gohan to lead his military into battle only to discover that they came back
AFRAID and thus WEAK. Hence, you are giving the public the message that (1) HALF
blooded Saiyans are inferior to FULL blooded Saiyans. What a RACIST commentary. And
that (2) Gohan is a MORON who is too ignorant to learn his life's lessons. Such as that he
had caused the death of his own father by not killing Perfect Cell immediately [Perfect Cell
saga DBZ] Never mind that Gohan did learn his lesson when Buu said to him, "So you want
to Ught me hotshot". And Gohan said back to Buu, "No I want to KILL you" [Buu saga DBZ].
And Gohan killed Bojack as well [Bojack Unbound movie]. And that (3) contrary to what
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righteous Gohan says about being SCARED, your DB Absalon anime agrees with the
wicked Kosho that FEAR is for WEAKLINGS. What Gohan said about FEAR is that it lets us
know what our limitations are so that we will be at our best - most alert when we do Ught.
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Plus Rikido in DB Absalon 5,2 already told us that his father Gohan was very mad at him
for being scared of a dog. After what Gohan said to Kosho about fear he woulda, shoulda,
coulda NEVER EVER be angry with his son Rikido. So your animation has plotholes. But
this is what happens when you tell lies.
Every single creature on earth has FEAR. FEAR allows one to SURVIVE by FLEEING instead
of FIGHTING enemies that are too strong and too fast for one's self to overcome. Without
fear every living creation of God on this planet will be DEAD eons ago. Hello lifeless planet
earth. So stop discrediting fear. MERCY is a strength when used with wisdom. So stop
perverting it. Once you have defeated your enemies by rendering it impossible for them to
retaliate due to your overwhelming might against them you can show them mercy or if
necessary a mercy killing if they still pose a possible threat to you. The true Gohan, whom
you refuse to portray, will know that he has not vanquished Kosho. So Gohan will annihilate
Kosho like he Unally did Cell and Bojack.
You advertise that your animation is free. But it is clear by the way that you are writing it
that the elite bully coward POWERS THAT BE are funding it. So hello Akira Toriyama once
again. Why am I not surprised. These POWERS THAT BE have an agenda...Akira Toriyama
decided to marginalize Gohan for the reason that Akira Toriyama's Dragon Ball Series has
been hijacked by THE POWERS THAT BE in our own world of good and evil in order to
DEPRIVE us of the AWESOME INSPIRATION GOHAN'S AURA ALWAYS SHOT US in the
NERVOUS SYSTEM with so that we will CEASE and DESIST from doing something HEROIC
to make our OWN WORLD a BETTER SAFER PLACE to live in.
So who is going to be the greatest HERO at the end of Dragon Ball? Vegeta?! Vegeta is not
only from a superior warrior RACE - the Saiyans, but Vegeta is also the PRINCE of the
Saiyan Race. Or, maybe Trunks, who is the son of the Prince of the proud Saiyans?! After
all, only ROYALTY from the ARYAN RACE can be the BEST, right?! We are to admire them,
worship them, and serve them...those ELITISTS who are destroying our world; who are
such pathetic, pitiful BULLY COWARDS they are THREATENED by the rest of us being
INSPIRED by a mere CARTOON of Uction!
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So you are nothing more and nothing less then a false opposition Absalon anime, full of
bogus web pages, and fake paid off commentators. I am a real actual fan of Gohan and I
have just given you a piece of my mind. Do NOT bother commenting on my post or replying
to my post via my e-mail as I will refuse to read it. I am posting this for educational
purposes only to other genuine DB fans who might trickle onto your web site. And I bet you
will delete my post - censor me - so you can foolishly try to run away from the truth. But as
Gohan once said, “You can’t destroy what I am. There is no end for me, no end.” [History of
Trunks, DBZ]. And if you do NOT delete my post it is only because I am exposing you and
so you do NOT want the public to know that you are a false opposition.
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You should show krillin beating up saitama and saying " I don't get the hype... this was
easy"
Reply •
walterpakiaolol 6 hours ago
when is the next episode!!!
hurry up and do it already!! what's taking so loooong!!!??
Reply •
SSGSS Vegito 6 hours ago
I like how most people prefer this series over Dragon Ball Super. And yes, I like Dragon Ball
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Absalon too, but you guys don't give DBS a chance! Just because the RoF arc and the Urst
half of the Battle of Gods arc sucked, doesn't mean the rest doesn't! I mean, look at Goku
Black! Probably as Dark as you can imagine. I mean, he literally took away Trunks' future.
Reply •
Only Adam 7 hours ago
This is pretty cool
Reply •
tman229 10 hours ago
Better than Super! That's right! I said it!!!
Reply •
ash 2015 11 hours ago
came here to see... " still better than dbsuper" comment
Reply •
swagger -JG 13 hours ago
damn tis shit good son!!!
Reply •
Jay Wilson 14 hours ago
kosho's voice acting is superb !
Reply •
snake18011992 14 hours ago (edited)
Would Melavelli upload a full episode with opening and ending or it will stay as it is?
Reply •
Draco Knight 14 hours ago
All I can say is Wow!! Great job!! Please don't stop got me hooked
Reply • 1
alex1vid 15 hours ago (edited)
Quick! Someone make a meme with Super-Saiyan Roids! lolz Dude injects himself and
talks about fear. Still... wish Gohan was actually like this...
Reply •
kryojenisist 16 hours ago
Never thought I'd say this...
Kosho just took the place of my favorite character Vegeta.
That
Readdude,
more is not only a brilliant tactician, he has a bad ass Ughting style and is truly bad
ass.
Reply • 2
Michael Wright 17 hours ago
Classic storyline classic hard core ss 3,4,5
Reply •
zaymm10 18 hours ago (edited)
this series isn't the same anymore. what happened to the intro and outro credits? why is
everything so dark? and am I the only one having a hard time trying to Ugure out what's
going on?
Reply •
Crixes Gaming 18 hours ago
So much unnecessary graphics that confuse and make it hard to watch. Need to focus
more on the enjoyment of the viewer to be able to see and understand whats going on
while emphasizing on graphics at key points. Dont need them for every single move or
blow. Id like to see the characters blend in with the terrain and background as well. Not just
a
pictured
Read
morebackground and them landing on it. Other then that, this is a great start to
something good.
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Reply •
Yasha Sange 9 hours ago
haha are u crazy, go watch dragon ball super bro, its not easy to make that u know,
they are maybe more than 4 guys working in this, its take time, a lot of time and
hard work
Reply •
Andi Neptune 20 hours ago
but the animation is pretty cool, and the Ughting also
Reply •
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